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CEO’S MESSAGE

T

he year 2016 has kicked off with good tidings for the Kenya
Nuclear Electricity Board. A high profile familiarization visit
to KNEB’s offices at KAWI Complex, South C by the new Cabinet
Secretary for Energy and Petroleum Hon. Charles Keter was a key
highlight in January.
Another top dignitary who has graced KNEB is the Korean
ambassador to Kenya H.E. Young Dae Kwon. His interaction was
singularly important as he sought to ensure the pursuit of nuclear
power cooperation with Kenya.
More endorsement and support for KNEB came from the
Departmental

Committee

on

Energy,

Information

and

Communication of the National Assembly during a three-day
retreat in Naivasha. It was the first time that KNEB had hosted

ENG. COLLINS JUMA

the legislators in such a forum as a sole entity. This forms part of

ACTING CEO

stakeholder engagement initiatives being undertaken by KNEB.
The support of the legislators is crucial in the development of
the legal and regulatory framework for Kenya’s nuclear power
programme, ascension to international treaties and conventions,
galvanizing public support and in boosting funding for KNEB.
Later in the year, we will receive the final report of the review of
Kenya’s nuclear power programme by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), dubbed Integrated Nuclear Infrastructure
Review (INIR) Mission. This report will be an invaluable asset as
we map the way forward for Kenya’s nuclear power programme
toward the first nuclear power plant in 2027.
As we endeavour to engage and educate all Kenyans on nuclear
energy through our robust stakeholder engagement initiatives,
the board further seeks to boost understanding of nuclear
technology that is shrouded with fear, myths and misconception
in order to have a sober conversion on the subject matter.

ENG. COLLINS JUMA
ACTING CEO
ii
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EDITORIAL

T

ime certainly does travel fast. So does news. We are now
into the fifth issue of the Fission Magazine. From its first
steps, the magazine has grown by step, double step then
leaps and bounds. And in the dramatic, eventful and dynamic
world of nuclear energy, there is always a tale to tell.
In this fifth edition, we take a look at Parliament’s interface
with nuclear matters in the serene surrounds of Naivasha.
Given the pivotal role of the august House, the story highlights
the key role of energy, how nuclear fits into that jigsaw puzzle.
Plus, we report on a couple of high-profile visitors who called
in at the Kenya Nuclear Electricity Board’s new perch at Kawi

Basett Buyukah

Complex in South C, Nairobi. Both came bearing flags, one a

Director Publicity & Advocacy

Cabinet Secretary, the other a diplomat.
Then there’s the China agenda. We take a cruise with a KNEB
delegation that went to the shores of the South China sea,
saw and developed partnerships while benefiting from shared
learning.
Changing air lanes and taking a heading towards the Atlantic,
we get a peek into the hallowed world of the Argonne National
Laboratories in Chicago, USA through the prism of a Kenyan
perspective.
Plus, we take a look at the human capital development and
the capacity building initiatives both home and away.
In addition, a young intern tells it all on her experiences while
learning the ropes in a nuclear environment and there are
more insights upclose and personal in the interview section.
So go on, devour it, leaf, page and all.

BASETT BUYUKAH
EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
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NEWSBEAT

ENVOY FOR ATOMS

SOUTH
KOREA
PURSUES
COOPERATION WITH KENYA

By Fission Reporter

NUCLEAR

POWER

KNEB Ag. CEO, Eng. Collins Juma welcomes Korean Ambassador H.E. Young Dae Kwon,
when he made a courtesy call to KNEB’s office at KAWI House.

T

he country’s strides towards nuclear power generation have received another boost with the new
Korean Ambassador H.E. Young Dae Kwon, indicating the South-East Asian nation’s keenness to pursue
a partnership with Kenya.
Speaking during a courtesy call to the Kenya Nuclear Electricity Board on Friday 4th March 2016,
Ambassador Dae Kwon emphasized Korea’s eagerness to share their expertise in the field.
“Our President will visit Kenya in May this year. We hope to sign a bilateral agreement between the two
governments for nuclear power cooperation,” he said.
Kenya Nuclear Electricity Board Ag. CEO Eng. Collins Juma emphasized the fruitful ties that have enabled
Kenyan students obtain training opportunities in Korea.
“We are happy with the links we have had with Korea up to this point. We look forward to enhancing this
by way of Memoranda of Understanding with key institutions in Korea,” Eng. Juma added.
The Ambassador was accompanied by Mr. Son Pyong who is the Director of Korea Trade-Investment
Promotion Agency (KOTRA), in addition to holding the portfolio of Resident Representative for Commercial
Affairs at the Embassy of the Republic of Korea.
A key aspect of the partnership agreement relates to capacity building for Kenya’s nuclear power programme.

1
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Kenyan students have undergone training at Masters degree level in Nuclear Power Engineering at the
prestigious KEPCO International Nuclear Graduate School (KINGS) located adjacent to the Kori Nuclear
Power Plant complex in Busan, Korea from 2012 to date.
Thus far, 14 Kenyan students have graduated from the programme, while a further 11 are currently in either
their first and second year of study at KINGS.
Kenya and Korea purpose to pen a bilateral agreement for co-operation in electric power and nuclear
energy development. This would facilitate the sharing of lessons learnt and experiences from the Korean
nuclear industry through training, exchange programmes and specialized courses.

POWERING JOURNALISM

PLACING ENERGY ON THE MEDIA FRONTBURNER WITH
AWARD SCHEME

KNEB’s Director of Publicity & Advocacy Mr. Basett Buyukah eloquently MCees during the
launch of the second edition of the Energy Journalism Excellence Awards (EJEA).

By Fission Reporter

W

ith a roll of the drums, a shower of confetti and unveiling of a range of awards, the second edition
of the Energy Journalism Excellence Awards (EJEA) hit the road.
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The breakfast launch in Nairobi on 9th March 2016 provided an opportunity for the organizing committee to
showcase the awards, whet the appetites of journalists and for the top officials of the energy and petroleum
sector to provide powerful pitches for objective, knowledgeable, informed and focused coverage of the
sector.
‘Journalists play a critical role in shaping perception and opinions. It is prudent that we work together
to share the energy stories that changes lives rather than focusing more on negative issues,’ said Eng.
Njoroge, Principal Secretary - Energy.
‘We are committed to building a strong relationship with the media fraternity so that they can understand
what we do as a sector and share the same with members of the public,’ said Andrew Kamau, Principal
Secretary, State Dept. for Petroleum.
This is the second edition of the awards after the 2014 one, where 34 journalists were feted for their
exemplary work. The 2016 EJEA steering committee comprises of Heads of Communication drawn from
11 Government entities: Ministry of Energy & Petroleum, Kenya Nuclear Electricity Board, Kenya Power,
Geothermal Development Company, Rural Electrification Authority, Kenya Pipeline, Kenya Electricity
Generating Company, Kenya Petroleum Refineries Ltd, Energy Regulatory Commission, Kenya Electricity
Transmission Company and National Oil Corporation of Kenya.
As a platform, EJEA seeks to enhance information sharing and consensus building between the media and
the energy and petroleum sector in Kenya. EJEA 2016 has 12 categories to fete journalists. They include:
Nuclear Electricity, Power Distribution, Green Energy, Oil and Gas Upstream and Downstream, Community
Relations, Energy Finance, Geothermal Power Generation and the Energy Journalist of the Year.
The EJEA process will be crowned with a gala dinner to recognize and reward outstanding energy and
petroleum journalists in the respective categories in August 2016.
Through EJEA, KNEB aims to enhance the understanding among journalists regarding nuclear technology
and its application in electricity generation so as to enable them to understand and demystify nuclear
energy to all Kenyans through accurate and authoritative reporting. Just like in the 2014 inaugural EJEA
awards, the top journalist in the nuclear category will be awarded with a study tour in a nuclear power
producing country including a visit to an operational plant.

LOCATION MATTERS

EYEING A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SITE IN KENYA: THE
JOURNEY IS ON TRACK
By Emmanuel Wandera

K

enya’s progress towards obtaining a site for its first nuclear power plant got a boost after a team of
three experts from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) visited Nairobi in March 2016 to
train the local site selection team.
The weeklong workshop in Nairobi was geared at building capacity on the steps, guides, requirements,
standards and international best practices in selecting a site for a nuclear installation. Thirteen members
of Kenya’s site selection team drawn from KNEB and other government institutions and agencies were in
attendance.

3
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This is training is critical for Kenya as we embark on introduction nuclear electricity generation in our
current energy mix by 2027.
‘Kenya is committed to building it first nuclear power plant by 2027 using the best international standards,
guides and procedures. This is why we are glad that the IAEA has sent experts to prepare the Kenyan site
selection team which has a huge task ahead,’ said KNEB’s Director Legal & Regulatory Affairs Philip Mutai,
during the opening ceremony.
‘Kenya is on the right track towards siting a nuclear power plant as evidenced by inviting the IAEA to
conduct this training necessary in preparation of the team to carry out this important task,’ said Prof. Jedad
Haddad, Head of the IAEA delegation.
Prof. Haddad acknowledged that the team has already done a lot of work in screening and identifying
potential sites for Kenya’s nuclear power plant.
The site selection team has members drawn from various Government institutions and is helmed by the
Ministry of Energy & Petroleum and the Kenya Nuclear Electricity Board. The team consists of various
specialists namely: environmentalists, geologists, engineers, communication specialists, security experts,
land economists, meteorologists and academicians.
During the workshop, the team were taken through various facets of siting a nuclear power plant from
regulatory requirements, safety guides for siting a nuclear power plant, economics, case studies from the
USA and India, public acceptance and community involvement, methods of data collection on the potential
sites to the role of nuclear safety regulator in siting of a nuclear power plant.
The training comes at a time when KNEB is stepping up activities towards identifying the site for Kenya’s
nuclear power plant.

Experts from the IAEA with members of Kenya’s site selection team drawn from KNEB and other
government institutions and agencies during a weeklong workshop at the Intercontinental Hotel, Nairobi.
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NEW CABINET SECRETARY
MAKES THE NUCLEAR CALL

By Fission Reporter

E

nergy
and
Petroleum
Cabinet Secretary Charles
Keter has pledged the Ministry’s
support for Kenya’s nuclear
power programme. Speaking
on 22nd January 2016 during a
familiarization visit to the Kenya
Nuclear Electricity Board offices
at Kawi Complex in South C, Keter
was upbeat about the country’s
nuclear energy prospects.
“During vetting I was asked about
this technology. I said, yes, we
need nuclear,” said Mr.Keter.
He called for the fast tracking
of the programme to help the
country attain energy sufficiency
for the projected needs.
“This technology is controlled
internationally. It’s not a one-day
thing. Let’s have a good discussion
that there are important safety
measures in placed, “ added Mr
Keter.

5
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1
The
new
Energy
Cabinet
Secretary, who previously served
as the Senator for Kericho, has
been active in the sector since he
has been a member of the Senate
Standing Committee on Energy,
Roads and Transportation.
During his visit to the Kenya
Nuclear Electricity Board, he
was flanked by the two Principal
Secretaries: Dr. Eng. Joseph
Njoroge of Energy and Mr. Andrew
Kamau of Petroleum.
“In the past, nuclear was domain
of big powers. Back then, we
never thought Kenya would be
thinking about building nuclear
power plants. Advocacy and
public education is required,” said
Mr. Kamau.
“Nuclear is a very unique form of
energy. It cannot be done without
building the necessary capacity,”
said Dr. Eng. Njoroge

KNEB’s Acting CEO Eng. Collins
Juma gave a presentation on
KNEB’s
mandate,
objectives,
activities,
milestones,
achievements and challenges.

Board member Mr. Ernest Orito
spoke on behalf of the Board of
Directors of the Kenya Nuclear
Electricity Board.

Later, the Cabinet Secretary and
his entourage had lunch with
the Board, management and
staff. He urged the KNEB team
to stay focused and ensure that
the organization’s mandate is
achieved.
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1. Energy & Petroleum CS Hon. Charles Keter shares a light moment while meeting KNEB board members and staff. 2. Board members Ernest Orito &
Anderson Kipkoech welcome CS Hon. Charles Keter to KAWI house. 3. CS Charles Keter signs the visitors book at the CEO’s office. 4. KNEB Ag. CEO
Eng. Collins Juma Welcomes Hon. Charles Keter & his two PS’s Dr. Eng. Joseph Njoroge & Mr Andrew Kamau to KNEB. 5. Board member Ernest Orito
introduces board members to the CS and his PS’s. 6. CS Charles Keter addresses board members & senior staff. 7. Energy PS Dr. Eng. Joseph Njoroge
delivers his remarks. 8. Petroleum PS Mr Andrew kamau gives his speech. 9. CS Charles Keter addresses KNEB’s Board, management and staff at
the luncheon in his honour. 10. Petroleum PS Mr Andrew kamau (L), KNEB Publicity & Advocacy Director Mr. Basett Buyukah (2nd L), Energy PS Eng.
Joseph Njoroge (M), Energy & Petroleum CS Hon. Charles Keter (2nd R)and KNEB Ag. CEO (R) take a tour of KAWI House.
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HOUSE COMMITTEE SAYS
AYE TO NUCLEAR AGENDA

By
Emmanuel
Wandera

T

he acacia-rich shores of Lake
Naivasha on the floor of

Kenya’s Great Rift Valley was the
setting for the inaugural retreat
purely

dedicated

to

matters

Kiptanui, who is the Vice Chair of

1

the Energy Committee.

“We are happy to have this
opportunity to discuss key issues,
successes

and

challenges

in

nuclear energy development in
Kenya with you, our legislators,”
said Teresia Mbaika.

Among the presentations and
issues deliberated upon was the
current status of Kenya’s nuclear
power programme, world trends
in nuclear power development,
benefits of nuclear power and

nuclear between the National

“We need to fund nuclear power

demystifying nuclear technology.

Assembly’s

development

adequately.

Also in sharp focus were funding

Energy

currently

Departmental

Committee

on

Energy,

Bill

Communications and Information

Parliament

will

and the Kenya Nuclear Electricity

autonomy,”

said

Board’s

Committee

top

hierarchy

in

the

period between 31st March – 2nd
April 2016.

give
the

Chairman

and Resort, the House committee

KNEB

led by its Chairman Kigumo MP

resources

Hon Jamleck Kamau had a highly

u n d e r t a k e

interactive session with the team

feasibility

led by Energy Cabinet Secretary

environmental

Hon. Charles Keter and KNEB’s

impact assessment

Acting CEO Eng. Collins Juma.

as well as effectively

by

remarks

were

KNEB

Board

member, Teresia Mbaika.

7
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by

2027.
requires
to
studies,

pursue its various
programmes,”
said
MP

budgetary

needs

of

the

you

nuclear power programme, as

Energy

well as the legal and regulatory

Hon.

“We have said we need nuclear

opening

and

framework needed.
The latter entailed the draft nuclear

power

delivered

before

Kamau.

In the aptly named Enashipai Spa

The

The

Keiyo
Hon.

South
Jackson

2

regulatory

bill,

international

Issue No.5
treaties and conventions that need

vision

to be ratified and/or ascended to,

will in turn diversify

plus the proposed amendments

our energy mix and

to the 2016 Energy Bill.

guarantee

The Energy Cabinet Secretary
gave an overview of the country’s
energy picture encompassing the

2030.

This

security

of supply for future
generations,’ said Hon.
Keter.

current position, projected needs

The Cabinet Secretary

and the planned projects.

underscored

‘Nuclear is here to stay and the
Government

is

committed

to

seeing the process to fruition
to ensure that Kenya will realize

important

role

parliament
the

the
that

has

nuclear

in

3

power

nuclear power generation, push

programme in respect
of

enacting

laws,

providing

for the enactment of the nuclear

oversight

regulatory bill once the draft is

a

d

tabled in Parliament and support

ensuring

ascension to relevant conventions.

n

public
support.

moral
1. Energy & Petroleum CS Hon . Charles
Keter is joined for a group photo by
members
of
National
Assembly’s
Departmental Committee on Energy,
Communications and Information and
KNEB board & staff after the retreat.

support

activities,
and

being

for

including

Committee

on

Energy,

e

Communications and Information

H o u s e

of the National Assembly present

t e a m

included Hon Roba Duba, Hon

pledged

Zebedeo

t

o

Gathogo, Hon Mary Mbugua, Hon.

provide

Richard Tongi, Hon. Mohammed

financial

Elmi, the Committee’s Chair Hon.

a

Jamleck Kamau

T

4

The members of the Departmental

h

n

d

KNEB’s

Opore,

Hon.

Esther

and the Vice

Chair Hon. Jackson Kiptanui.

advocacy

ambassadors

for

5

2. CS Hon. Charles Keter (R), Chair
of National Assembly’s Departmental
Committee on Energy, Communications
and Information Hon. Jamleck kamau &
KNEB’s Ag. CEO follow the proceedings.

3. CS Hon. Charles Keter lauds the
successful retreat by KNEB and the
National
Assembly’s
Departmental
Committee on Energy, Communications
and Information 4. Chair of National
Assembly’s Departmental Committee
on
Energy,
Communications
and
Information Hon. Jamleck kamau (M) is
flanked by KNEB Ag. CEO Eng. Collins
Juma & board member Ms. Teresiah
Mbaika when officially opening the
retreat. 5. Hon. jamleck Kamau leads the
animation during a stretch break.
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KNEB TEAM ATTENDS HIGHLEVEL NUCLEAR SUMMIT

By Basett Buyukah

by making use of the advantages

T

jointly

he Kenya Nuclear Electricity
Board attended the HPR1000

Summit

held

February
China.

between

2016

The

in

22-25

Shenzhen,

organization

was

represented by Ag. CEO Eng.
Collins

Juma

accompanied

of

technology.

HPR1000

developed

by

was
China

General Nuclear Power Co. Ltd.
and

China

National

Nuclear

Advocacy, Mr. Basett Buyukah.
Also in the Kenyan delegation
were

Radiation

Protection

Board’s Arthur Koteng’ and Eng.

Nuclear Power Co. Ltd (CGN) has
sixteen units in operation with an
installed capacity of 17,000MW.

During the visit, the delegation
met with the President of the

the Hualong One. It is a HPR1000
- Chinese Generation-III nuclear
power technology based on 30

from Kenya have been made
through the International Atomic
Energy Agency,” said KNEB Ag.
CEO, Eng. Juma.

The delegation also met with the
China General Nuclear Power Co.
Ltd (CGN) top leadership led by
and Senior Vice President Zheng
Dongshan.

Harbin Engineering University Dr.
Yu Yao.

The delegation also toured the
Fangchenggang Nuclear Power

“Harbin
applies

The HPR 1000 Summit showcased

resource

Engineering
international
training

University
human
modules.

which

nuclear power plants in China, and

9
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six

units

planned,

the HPR1000(Hualong One).

We look forward to successful
collaboration with KNEB,” said Dr.
Yao.

“Cooperation with the Harbin
Engineering University has already

has

including two which will utilize

years of experience of designing,
construction and operation of

applications

its President, Zhang Shanming

Reuben Kosgei, Chairman of the
Institution of Engineers of Kenya.

Six

Corporation. The China General

by Board member Ms. Teresia
Mbaika and Director, Publicity and

commenced.

1
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2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
1. The immediate past President of the Institution of Engineers of Kenya, Eng. Reuben Kosgei (right) and KNEB Board member Teresia Mbaika (2nd right), with
other delegates during the HPR1000 Summit. 2. Participants during the HPR1000 Summit 3. Bird’s eye view of the Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant Complex.
4. The Kenyan delegation tours the Fangchenggang Nuclear Power Plant in Guangxi, China. 5. KNEB Ag. CEO, Eng. Collins Juma with China General Nuclear
Power Corporation President Zhang Shanming. 6. During a bilateral meeting between KNEB and the China General Nuclear Power Corporation. 7. The Kenyan
delegation with the top hierarchy of the China General Nuclear Power Corporation. 8. Touring a waste disposal facility within the Daya Bay Nuclear Power
Plant Complex. 9. KNEB’s Ag. CEO, Eng. Collins Juma (l) with Harbin Engineering University President Yao Yu. 10. The multi-layered perimeter fence of the
Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant Complex. 11. The delegation during a tour of the Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant Complex in Shenzhen, Guangdong, China.
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WINDWARD CHICAGO
BODES WELL FOR KENYA’S
NUCLEAR QUEST

By Carl Madara

was a weeklong training: Building

the

Capacity for the Implementation

December 1942.

of a Nuclear Power Programme

A

by

Developing

Human

s Kenya puts a foundation

Resources, Institutional Capacity

for

and the Legal and Regulatory

its

nuclear

power

programme, there’s no better

Framework.

entities in Kenya’s energy sector
travelled to the USA.

the

considered

Chicago

experiments
rather

in

were

dangerous

to conduct in a major city, the
operations were moved to a spot
“Argonne” after the surrounding

where it all began, many decades
delegation drawn from various

Since

of

in nearby Palos Hills and renamed

place to learn the ropes than
ago. On 13th February 2016, a

University

forest. And so was born the
The

venue

-

behemoth of a facility that to-

Laboratory

date is among the world’s best

in Lemont, Illinois - is symbolic,

and highly-regarded science and

Argonne

of

the

National

training

steeped as it is in the history of
nuclear power generation. It’s

The team comprised of Kenya
Nuclear Electricity Board’s staff
and board members, as well as
representatives from KETRACO,
Geothermal
Company,
Commission,

Development
Energy
Kenya

Fermi’s work on Nuclear reactors
as part of the Manhattan Project,
to create the world’s first selfsustaining nuclear reaction.

Regulatory
Power

&

Ministry of Energy. Their mission

11

famous for carrying out Enrico
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That work had commenced at

1
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engineering research centres..

True to its nickname as the ‘Windy
City’, the Kenyan delegation had a
first-hand account upon arriving
in

blustery,

wintry

weather

at

Chicago’s

O’Hare

Airport,

to be greeted by snow and
temperatures of -15 Degrees, far
cooler than those in the tropics.

On arrival at the Argonne National
Laboratory on the morning of the
commencement of the training,
the delegation was taken through
an elaborate site safety briefing,
followed by a tour of the vast

of nuclear energy, its history and

the

facility under the curation of Tom

current worldwide status.

system, radiation principles, how

fundamentals

of

a

plant

nuclear reactors work, nuclear

Ewing & Tom Kekelik of Argonne

reactor

safety

and

licensing.

Other areas focused on include:
management systems and safety
culture, management of quality,
safety, maintenance & training,

2

nuclear

4

National Laboratory. The vast

The overall programme included
lectures,
and

video

group

discussion

conferencing.

The

waste

fuel

cycle,

management,

nuclear
peaceful

uses network, integrating the 3
phrases of Nuclear Power Plant
project development as well as
legal & financial issues. Lectures
were
matter

conducted

by

subject-

experts

from

various

fields notably Lawrence Boing,

3

Joseph Braun, Roy Lindley, Bruce
Hamilton, while technology came
facility has its own fire station,
police department, museum, and
eatery, among other utilities.

5
lectures covered major topics

in handy for the lectures via
video conferencing done by Paul
Murphy and Matthew Van Sickle.

in nuclear energy ranging from
The best was saved for last as

The key facilitator to the training

The Kenyan delegation visited

was Joe Braun, who has a long

the DC Cook Nuclear Power Plant

history working in nuclear power

located in Michigan. The plant is

plants. He led the team through
a rundown including an overview

6

operated by the Indiana Michigan
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9
8

Power

Company

and

16

owned

by American Electric Power. It
generates 2000MW of electricity.
The DC Cook Nuclear Power Plant
visit entailed a tour of its facilities
by the participants.

10
15

After a week full of lectures, facility
tours and group discussions drew
to its end, it was time for a tour
of Chicago. This included a visit
to the famous Navy Pier, which is
Chicago’s Lakefront Playground
and a chance to marvel the

11

14

picturesque skyline where many
towers stand tall.

As the snow showers fell on
a windy Chicago, it without a
shadow of doubt bore good

12

13

tidings for Kenya’s nuclear power
programme.

The

training

at

Argonne, where nuclear energy’s
story began 74 years ago, was a
resounding success and a shot
in the arm for Kenya’s seminal
efforts along this journey.

18
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1. Course Leader, Joseph Braun. 2. Matthew Van Sickle gives a presentation via video conference. 3. Paul Murphy gives a presentation via video conference.
4. Larry Boing. 5. Bruce Hamilton 6. Roy Lindley 7. An aerial view of the vast Argonne National Laboratory. 8. Teams during the group study sessions. 9. Tour
of the communication centre at DC Cook Nuclear Power Plant in Michigan. 10. Participants at the Advanced photon Source experimentation site at Argonne
Laboratory. 11. A guide to the dry spent fuel storage cask field. 12 & 13. Fukushima FLEX storage facility at DC Cook that houses the equipments for response
incase of an accident. 14. Peddle to generate power challenge at DC cook. 15. The power grid that transimits electricity generated at DC Cook. 16. Our
team enjoys lunch at the picnic site meters from the power plant at DC Cook. 17. The team from Kenya get a presentation from Mathew Van Sickle via video
conference. 18. Time to brave the chill and savour the memories in the snow white lawns, for the team.
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BEYOND NUCLEAR, I GOT
KNOWLEDGE & LIFE SKILLS
By Laura Muganda

I

nterning at KNEB has taught
me more than I could have
imagined in public relations,
communications and stakeholder
engagement. It has improved
my skills set, knowledge and
understanding
of
how
the
corporate world works.
This was my first time to work
in an office environment after
graduation, I did not know what
to expect and had no clue on
how to behave. I was fresh and
green in every sense. I had no
idea where my career was going
and lacked confidence on what I
am really good at. KNEB gave me
a lifeline and opened my thinking
to career prospects.
The environment at KNEB is

warm, welcoming and relaxed,
so much so that it took me little
time and effort to settle in. One
of the lessons learnt is workplace
etiquette through observation
of routine, how work is carried
out and interaction with other
members of staff. What is
admirable is how KNEB staff work
together as a team to deliver
results and achieve common
purpose.
During my internship I realized
that in order to kick start a career,
one needs a lot of inspiration,
mentoring and people skills in
order to survive.
Working in KNEB has really
improved my communication skills
by paying attention when talking
to people and acknowledging
that
diverse
people
have

different communication needs.
Furthermore I learnt not to be
afraid to ask question since it is
the only way one can learn and
know things especially in a highly
technical field like nuclear.
Some of the skills I learnt at
KNEB include: time management,
prioritizing work and good
grooming. Talking of grooming,
how you dress really says alot
about a person. Dressing and
acting professionally not only
gives a sense of satisfaction
and achievement in a working
environment.
Aside from all that socialization,
I have built many relationships
in the organization and acquired
new knowledge. I have learnt
that the more colleagues know
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you and your skills set, the more
support you will get especially
when transiting from an intern to
a full time job.
Every moment I have spent at
KNEB is memorable. KNEB as
an organization is a friendly zone
for any intern; people are always
willing to support you each and
every step in the office. For this
I greatly appreciate everyone I
interacted with in the course of
my tour of duty.
KNEB gave me an opportunity to

learn some life lessons that will
always stick in my mind through
various trainings on HIV/AIDS
awareness, drugs and substance
abuse, gender mainstreaming,
security
and
environmental
protection.

gave me a unique platform
to identify my strengths and
weakness, gain new skills and
insights while building longlasting professional relationships.
I am now ready and eager to
plunge into the corporate world
boldly and confidently.

As my internship comes to an
end, I am greatly indebted for
the lessons learnt and would
encourage anyone who is looking
for internship; KNEB is a place of
choice.
All said and done, the internship

AFRICA‘S NUCLEAR FACTS
AND FIGURES
S

outh Africa is the only African country with fully functioning nuclear reactors, it is also the
only independant state in the world to voluntarily end its own nuclear weapons programme,
dissembling its weapons in the early 1990’s.
South Africa plans to build eight new nuclear power plants totaling up to 9,600 megawatts by 2030
as part of their estimated $37 billion nuclear expansion program.
According to the World Nuclear Association, countries actively considering nuclear power programs
include Nigeria, Ghana, Senegal, Namibia, Sudan, Uganda and Namibia, while countries already
developing plans include Nigeria and Kenya.
The Africa Energy Outlook notes that sub-Saharan Africa “includes three of the ten-largest uranium
resource-holders in the world,” which include Namibia and Niger.
Namibia holds about 8.2 percent of the world’s uranium reserves mined from two sites to fuel nuclear
power stations around the world.
Niger also has two uranium mines which supplies about 7.7 percent of the world’s uranium.

15
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DEVELOPING HUMAN
CAPITAL BY INVESTING IN
PEOPLE IS INVESTING IN THE
BUSINESS

By
Catherine
Chepchumba

T

he corporate world is rapidly
changing
in
technology,
innovations
and
business
development. In order to stay
abreast
of
these
changes,
organizations need to invest
in their employees, in terms
of training and development.
Unfortunately
training
and
development is sometimes not
the highest priority in most
companies. This is despite the
intrinsic value to the organization
and individuals that is derived
from it.
Employees are assets that need to
be managed conscientiously and
in tune with the organization’s
needs. This is true at Kenya

Nuclear
Electricity
Board,
where Human Resources and
Administration directorate has
ensured that employees at all
levels develop and demonstrate
the
personal
capabilities,
underlying characteristics and
behaviors that drive superior
performance at work.
KNEB has endeavoured to achieve
this by recognizing the value of a
workforce that is not only highly
skilled and technically adept, but
more importantly, a workforce
that can learn quickly, adapt to
change, communicate effectively,
and
foster
interpersonal
relationships.
KNEB has invested heavily in
its staff. Nuclear technology
is knowledge intensive. KNEB
prides itself in equipping its staff

with the right skills, knowledge
and abilities to perform their
tasks and duties.
By choosing the right type of
training, KNEB ensures that
employees possess the right
skills, to meet current and future
business demands.
Since inception, KNEB has trained
technical staff at Master’s degree
level in: Nuclear Engineering at
KEPCO International Nuclear
Graduate School (Joseph Nduma,
Elvis Kimani, Joe Mwangi, Hilda
Mpakany) and Nuclear & Quantum
at Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology(Victor
Musembi)
internationally
in
South Korea, while locally at
University of Nairobi for Masters
in Finance (Peter Ndung’u) and
Communications(Emmanuel
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Wandera), respectively. More
KNEB staff are currently pursuing
Masters and Doctoral level
studies, both locally and abroad.
The linkage of occupationrelated skills to the organizational
mission and goals provides
a clear line of sight between
individual and team performance
and organizational success. By
aligning the strategic plan with
skills and competencies, the
Board has developed recruitment,
selection, and training strategies
that will support projected needs,
resulting in employee motivation
and
boost
organizational

performance.
Training has allowed KNEB
employees to acquire new skills,
sharpen the existing ones and has
increased productivity. Since a
company is the sum total of what
employees achieve individually,
KNEB has done everything to
ensure that employees perform
at their peak. Raising the quality
of employees will give them
a competitive edge over their
counterparts and consequently
increase
organizational
performance.

KNEB is focused on employee
growth and development. The
board understands that a more
knowledgeable and empowered
workforce aids in achieving
its organizational mission and
vision. It is based on this premise
that KNEB has facilitated its
employees to undertake various
training and learning programs
- locally and internationally - as
a way of investing in people and
business under the slogan: “It’s
All To Do With The Training: You
Can Do A Lot If You’re Properly
Trained.”

Crossword Puzzle Answers
Down
1. Radiation
3. Kinetic
5. Energy
6. Gamma
7. Thorium
9. Fission
11. Electrons
12. Austria
14. Uranium
16. Beta

19. Dose
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ACROSS
2. Alpha
4. Atom
8. Irradiate
10 .Cancer
13. Isotope
15. Absorber
17. Power
18. Ion
20. Nucleus
21. Atomic mass
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to be in life. I was working very
hard in school because my dad
promised me many gifts like ‘nguo
ya christmas’. I was top in my class
in primary, secondary school and
got a First Class honours at the
University of Nairobi.
Let us turn to your life after
employment. You joined KNEB
and got a scholarship opportunity
to study in South Korea. Describe
the life in Southeast Asia for the
two years you studied there?
The South Korean education
system
is
student-centered
while here in Kenya it is teachercentric. For instance, in Kenya
the tuition focuses on what the
teacher thinks students should
know, whilst in Korea students are
taught what they want to know.
This makes them to be the best in
their various fields of endeavour
as they study what interests
them from high school. I really
enjoyed my life in Korea: from
their culture, cuisine, work ethics,
course content and technological
advancement
like
superfast
internet (Long Term Evolution
- LTE), high-speed trains and a
robust nuclear industry.

H

ilda Kadenyi Mpakany is
a Technical Officer at the
Kenya Nuclear Electricity Board.
The soft-spoken, affable scientist
is well-anchored in issues related
to nuclear energy. She is also
among a clutch of Kenyans to
have undergone graduate studies
in Nuclear Science Engineering
in South Korea. She spoke with
The Fission on her life, ambitions,
career
expectations
and
philosophical prism.

Describe one of your typical
workdays?
I arrive to my work place at 8:00
am and leave at 5:00 pm. My
work involves alot of research

work on the nuclear fuel cycle,
safety, and robust discussions of
the outcome with team members.

Tell us abit about your formative
years?
I was born and brought up in
Baringo County, Ilchamus ward,
Meisori village, which is located
in the world-famous Great Rift
Valley region. My birthplace is a
semi-arid area with geysers and
hot springs, rich with honey, sweet
watermelons and sumptuous
goat meat.

Tell us something about your
school life.I schooled at Meisori
Primary School and Kapropita
Girls’ High School. In primary
school I didn’t know what I wanted

How can you compare the two
countries in terms of education
standards?
In terms of theory, the content
covered is almost same. The major
difference is in the practicals;
Korea has much more advanced
laboratories
and
research
institutes. Korean education is
market oriented by use of state
of the art technologies in studies
as compared to the Kenyan
education system that sometimes
harnesses
almost
obsolete
technologies in training and
teaching.

Assume you were the Cabinet
Secretary for Education, Science
and Technology…what would you
do differently?
I would put in place a system for
revising and updating the syllabus
to ensure that what is taught in
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What was
college?

with a career here at KNEB.

your first job after

Avatar ( a science fiction film)

I worked as a Project Officer at an
Non-Governmental Organization
called Collaborative Centre for
Gender and Development

If you were a character in a movie
which one would you be?

What are you grappling with at
your age?

Neytiri ( lead female character in
the Avatar movie)

Balancing between my career and
family life

Will nuclear
Kenya?

help

Apart from working for KNEB,
what else do you do?

Certainly. There is no country in
the world that has developed
without
sufficient
electricity.
Nuclear will play a key role in
ensuring that we have clean,
reliable, and affordable baseload
electricity meaning no blackouts
and power rationing.

I
participate
in
community
development activities both in
Baringo and Samburu County
(where I’m married)

The day I got married to the love
of my life.

Who is your favorite musician?

because I love it. Absolutely.

Which character trait defines you
the most?

What drives you?

What is your all-time favorite
movie or novel?

school is what is required in the
industry. Also make the education
system student friendly whereby
a student pursues courses and
careers based on what they want
in life.

What is the most memorable
moment in your life?

Hardworking. I have worked hard
all my life, right from my humble
beginnings in the small village
where I was born and bred to
where I am today in the bright
lights and skyscrapers of Nairobi

19
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electricity

If you could start all over
would you change your
path in any way? And
would study chemistry

again,
career
Why?I
again

Reuben Kigame

The desire to achieve set targets.
Whenever I achieve my targets, I
get the zeal to continue working
harder in life

Top: Hilda all groomed up in her
graduation attire.
Below: Hilda with fellows from
Kenya at KINGS college, Kori,
South Korea where she pursued
her Master
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RADIATION SOURCES AND
FACTS
Sources of background radiation

Other Sources
~1%
Buildings and
the ground
18%

Random gas from
the ground
42%

Nuclear power
<0.1%

Cosmic rays
14%

Artificial sources
14%
Food
and drink
11%

Medical
14%

β

α
alpha: fast-moving helium nucleus,
stopped by air, skin or paper

γ

beta: high energy electron, stopped
by aluminium plate or glass

gamma: high energy photons, stopped by,
dense material, such as concrete or water

Protection from radiation
Time: Dose is reducing by limiting exposure time.
Distance: The intensity of radiation decreases with
distance from its source.
Shielding: Barriers of lead, concrete or water give good
protection from penetrating radiation such as gamma rays.

What is radiation?
Radiation is energy being transmitted
through space. Visible light, ultra-violet
light transmission signals from TV and radio
communications are all forms of radiation
that are common in our daily lives. These
are all referred to as ‘non-ionizing’ radiation.
Radiation particularly associated with
nuclear medicine and the use of nuclear
energy, along with X-rays, is ‘ionizing’
radiation.

Containment: Radioactive materials are confined to keep
them isolated from the environment.
The international commission for radiological protection (ICRP)
has developed a system for protection with three basic principles:
Justification: No practice involving exposure to radiation should
be adopted unless it produces a net benefit to those exposed
or to society generally.
Optimization: Radiation doses and risks should be kept “as low
as reasonably achievable” (ALARA), economic and social
factors being taken into account.
Limitation: The exposure of individual should be subject to dose
or risk limits, above which the radiation risk would be deemed
unacceptable.

Key points
• Radiation is easy to detect, even at extremely low levels.
• Radiation exists naturally everywhere at widely varying levels.
Places exist where people live with 100 times higher than
average background from the ground. A few areas even
have levels 1000 times the average.
• Mankind has evolved in a world with strongly differing
background radiation without developing a sense to detect it.
• Radiation has always been around and is now well understood.
It has been used and studied for more than 100 years.
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NUCLEAR CROSSWORD

Nuclear Science & Technology
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1

2

3

4

Across

5

2. energy released in nuclear reactions
6
8

4. joining together of light nuclei to form heavier
nuclei

7

9

7. the result of contaminating

10
11

8. device that is sensitive to radiation

12

13. a long slender tube that holds fissionable
material for nuclear reactor use

13

d

14
15

16. a natural nuclear reactor operated in Africa
17. mother earth

16

e

18. April 22nd

17

20. a positively charged ion

18

21. number of positively charged protons
23. a product of the uranium milling process
26. generates electricity by using a nuclear reactor

19

27. exposure to radiation

20

28. surroundings, location, habitat

21

Down

22

1. the minimum energy you have to add to separate
a nucleus
23

24

25
26

3. space between fuel pellet and fuel rod cladding
5. layers of high density material that absorbs
radiation and is designed to protect personnel or
material from ionizing radiation
6. amount of heat required to change the
temperature of one pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit

27

9. the absorption of radiation of a radionuclide
10. to reprocess to reclaim to reuse

Down
28
Across
11. the energy liberated by fission or fusion
1. Transfer of heat through
space
2. is the least penetrating radiation and can be
Created with EclipseCrossword — www.eclipsecrossword.com
12. an elementary nuclear particle with a positive
3.
Energy
at
motion
stopped (or absorbed) by a sheet of paper.
electric charge
Down
5. Ability to do work 14. anything that absorbs heat
4. Basic unit of a chemical
element
Electromagnetic
n nuclear reactions
1. of
theradiation
minimum energy you have to6.
add
to separate a nucleus radiation of the shortest
8. To expose to some form
15. aluminum, stainless steel and _____ are alloys
f light nuclei to form heavier nuclei
3.
space between fuel pellet and fuel
rod cladding and highest energy
wavelength
10. Too much ionization 5.
of body
tissues my
that are common cladding materials
aminating
layers of high density material that absorbs radiation and is
element
cause
19. symbol
the splittingTh
of a nucleus
sitive to radiation
designed to protect personnel7.orChemical
material from
ionizing with
tube that 13.
holds
fissionablethat
material
for
radiation
9. Splitting of a heavy nucleus
into part
two
equal
Element
contain
equal
numbers of
21. the smallest
of roughly
an element that
can't be
se
6.
amount of heat required to change
the temperature of one
divided
by
chemical
means
parts
protons
but
different
numbers
of
neutrons
in
reactor operated in Africa
pound of water one degree Fahrenheit
11. Negatively charged 22.
particles
the basic of
unitatom
used to describe the intensity of
their nuclei
9.
the absorption of radiation of a radionuclide
radioactivity...
or the rate
of decay of 1 gram of
10.
to
reprocess
to
reclaim
to
reuse
12.
Headquarters
of
International
Atomic
Energy
15. A material that stops ionizing radiation
radium
ed ion
11. the energy liberated by fission or fusion
Communications
&
Outreach
Department
Agency
Rate at which energy12.
is transformed?
ely charged17.
protons
an elementary nuclear particle with a positive electric charge
24. central portion of nuclear reactor
North Kensington
Ave. that
14. Fuel most widely used to produce nuclear energy
uranium milling
14. isanything
that absorbs heat
18.process
An555atomic
particle
electrically
25. atomic number 88
La
Grange
Park,
IL
60526-5592
city by usingcharged,
a nuclear reactor
aluminum, stainless steel and 16.
_____
are alloys that
that are
Radiation
can be
stopped by a thin sheet of
either negative15.
or positive
tion
common cladding materials
708-352-6611
telephone
aluminum.
20. Core of an atom
ation, habitat
19. the splitting of a nucleus
19.that
Term
the quantity of radiation or energy
21. neutrons
the smallest part of an element
can'tdenoting
be divided by
21. Total
no of protons
outreach@ans.org
e-mail and
chemical means
absorbed
in
a
specific
mass
www.NuclearConnect.org
Sept 2013
22.

21

24.
25.

the basic unit used to describe the intensity of radioactivity..
or the rate of decay of 1 gram of radium
central portion of nuclear reactor
atomic number 88
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HEALTH AND LIFESTYLE

A WHOLESOME BREAKFAST
IS A HEALTHY YOU

By Monica Mwangi

B

reakfast is the most important
meal, which you should eat
like a king, as the old adage says
a healthy meal keeps the doctor
away! So the next time you rush
out the door in the morning
without
something
to
eat,
consider this: skipping breakfast
can set you up for overeating
later in the day. A healthy
morning meal, on the other hand,
can give you energy, satisfy
your appetite, and set the stage
for smart decisions all day long.
You must aim for a breakfast that
combines good carbs and fiber
with some protein, your options
are plenty. Here’s a look at some
favorite breakfast foods, along
with expert tips for making them
even healthier.

EGGS
T h e s e
incredible
edibles have
made quite

a comeback in recent years.
Once shunned for being high
in dietary cholesterol (one yolk
contains about 60% of your
daily allotment), eggs are now
embraced as a healthy source
of protein and nutrients like
vitamin D. Why the turnabout?
Research has shown that the
cholesterol in our food has less
of an impact on blood cholesterol
than
previously
thought.
“If, overall, you’re choosing lean
proteins and not eating a ton of
fat and cholesterol, then eggs are
a great thing to have in your diet.
It is recommended that people
with normal cholesterol limit
their cholesterol intake to 300
milligrams per day.

BANANAS
There’s nothing like a banana
at breakfast to keep those midmorning cravings at bay. The
yellow fruit—especially
when
they’re
still a touch
g r e e n —
are one of
the
best
sources
of
resistant
starch
a
h e a l t h y
carbohydrate that

keeps you feeling fuller longer.
Slice it up and add it to cereal
or
oatmeal
this
will
add
natural sweetness, so you may
not need additional sugar.”
Thanks to a healthy dose of
potassium an electrolyte that
helps lower blood pressure
bananas
is
a
particularly
good choice for people with
hypertension.

WHOLE-WHEAT BREAD
Carbohydrates are a breakfast
mainstay, but the type of carbs
you choose can make a big
difference in the overall health
of your meal. The simple rule to
remember is that whole
wheat and other
whole
grains—
w h e t h e r
they’re found
in
bread,
t o a s t
contain
m o r e
f i b e r
and
nutrients
than
their
white,
refined
counterparts.
What you put on it matters, as
well. Slathering your toast with
butter or jelly just adds empty fat
and calories. Instead, get some
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protein by adding an egg or some
almond butter.

YOGHURT
Creamy
yogurt
is
loaded
with calcium and boasts plenty
of protein to keep you feeling full
throughout the morning. Your
best bet: Choose a plain,
nonfat variety, and add
some fruit
to give
i t

s o m e
sweetness and
flavor (and
a dose of added nutrition). You
can always take it with you on
your way out the door.

WATER MELON
As its name suggests, watermelon
is an excellent way to hydrate in
the morning. What is not known
by many people is that water
melon is among the best sources
of lycopene —a nutrient found
in red fruits and vegetables
that’s important for vision, heart
health, and cancer prevention.

23
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Best of all, watermelon contains
just
40
calories
per
c u p ,
landing
it
on
l i s t s
of socalled
negative
–calories
foods
that
supposedly burn more calories
during digestion than they add
in. (Actually, it’s a bit more
complicated than that, but that’s
no reason to not eat watermelon!)

TEA
Not a coffee person? Tea has
a pretty impressive résumé
of health benefits too. Because
it has less caffeine, it hydrates
you
more
effectively
than
coffee, and it’s also a rich source
of
the
immunity-boosting
antioxidants known as catechins.
A
l
l
tea
(black,
green, or
white)
provides
antioxidants,

but green tea may be healthiest
of all. Research suggests that
drinking five cups a day can
increase your body’s metabolism
and help you lose more weight
around the middle.

KIWI
This fuzzy little fruit has about
65 milligrams of vitamin C per
serving—nearly as much as an
orange. It’s also rich in potassium
and copper and contains more
fiber per ounce than a banana,
which makes it a good aid to
digestion. (One study proved
that eating
t w o
kiwis a
day for
o n e
month
lessened
constipation in people
with irritable bowel syndrome.)
Kiwis are slightly tart. They’re
delicious by themselves, but if
you prefer a sweeter flavor, try
mixing them with strawberries
and bananas in a smoothie or
fruit salad.
Have a healthy breakfast!
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